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Tougher. Smarter. More Versatile.
MEET THE REPLACEMENT FOR PRO PLUS

Professional

Pro Plus set the industry standard for years, but now it’s time to say
farewell and move toward the future. We are excited to announce the release
of ProQuatro,YSI’s latest handheld in the Professional Series line of products.
We’ve taken everything you love about Pro Plus and added a new micro USB
port for improved data management. ProQuatro was designed to work with
the multiparameter Quatro cable as well as the other cables and sensors in
the Pro Series family.
Replacing the Pro Plus is no small feat, but we believe that ProQuatro is up
to the task with enough power, capability, and flexibility for water quality
sampling you can rely on. Let us show you why ProQuatro is a worthy
successor to the iconic Pro Plus!

YSI.com/ProQuatro

Compatible with all Pro Plus
cables and sensors, ProQuatro
is the new industry standard
for low-cost water quality
sampling.

Better tailored to meet our customers’ needs.

durability. With IP67 waterproof ratings and military spec connectors, these handhelds work in even the harshest environments.
The addition of a USB port makes the ProQuatro one of the smartest instruments in the Pro Series. Gone are the days of the comm
saddle; now users can simply upload their data directly to a flash drive for easy access in the field or the lab.
The ProQuatro is the most versatile handheld in the Pro Series. Connect up to four sensors to a single cable for comprehensive
multiparameter sampling. ProQuatro is easily customized to be the ideal choice for low-cost water quality sampling.

Pro Plus vs. ProQuatro
NEW: Micro USB Port for
on-the-go data transfers
to a flash drive

Improved: “Data ID”
replaces Site Folder for
easy data management

Improved: Removal of the
rarely used “Help” feature
frees up more space

Remaining: Rugged
design and smart features
to get the job done right

Remaining: Dependable
military spec connectors,
cables, and sensors
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ProQuatro is designed to be tough, smart, and versatile. All Pro Series instruments, including the ProQuatro, are designed for

